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The Salton Sea in the fourth year of a severe drought in California.

Groundwater on the Rise in California
After four years of drought, many municipalities and
providers across the western United States face difficult
choices to meet demands for potable water supply.
Conservation programs offer a cost-effective way to tip the
scales a bit, but they are often not enough on their own,
leaving managers to consider some combination of more
expensive options. Imported water comes at a cost that
can sometimes exceed that of adding supply locally via
desalination, reuse, or groundwater treatment. Examining
how much capacity each available option could provide, by
when, and at what cost illuminates a path forward to a more
sustainable water future.
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Reliable, resilient, and often more economical than other
options, groundwater treatment has found its way into an
increasing number of supply portfolios in recent years.
Many of our clients in southern California are currently in
the midst of adding additional groundwater capacity, using
a variety of different water treatment, system design, and
project delivery methods. There’s no single universal solution
– each of these clients arrived at a plan that made the most
sense for them via a methodical analysis of their priorities,
preferences, and regulatory requirements.

Basic considerations when determining a
course of action.
Supply/ Assessing the level of confidence
Demand Gap in meeting projected demand with
projected supply over time.
Potential Assessing the potential capacity
Capacity/Impact available via impacted groundwater
and testing the groundwater to identify
level of contaminants.
Treatment/ Assessing combinations of treatment
Non-treatment (BAT) and non-treatment (blending,
Options redrilling) options to add necessary
supply at an acceptable cost.

Coachella

Strategic Identifying the most desirable timeline
Implementation for construction of options and
optimal delivery method.

Spotlight on Coachella, Santa Ynez, and Indio Water Districts:
Selected Water Technologies in Coachella
Areas in the Coachella Valley have significant
Chromium 6 (Cr6) levels, but shutting down the
wells in the most affected areas was not an option
due to the logistics of replacing those water sources
in small desert communities. The Coachella Valley
Water District got in front of the regulatory mandates
and took action by hiring Hazen and Sawyer to
investigate and implement groundwater treatment.

The two technologies selected were strong base
anion (SBA) and weak base anion (WBA) exchanges.
SBA uses filters and tanks filled with resin beads
coated with chloride to attract the Cr6 and remove
it from the water. For the WBA process, influent
is first pH-adjusted by the addition of carbon
dioxide, then flowed through the treatment
vessels where chromium is removed by anionexchange by resin beads.

Technologies at Well Locations
Various factors were weighed
and considered in treatment selection including cost, residuals
handling, operations and maintenance complexity, consistency in treatment and blending,
water loss to waste, footprint,
and flexibility of the technology
for removing constituents that
are not currently regulated.
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Weak base anion exchange
(WBA) treatment of Cr6
contaminated groundwater
was the most cost-effective
at six well sites clustered
at two treatment locations
with just over 10 miles of
raw water conveyance
and transmission piping
between them.
Strong base anion exchange
(SBA) was identified as
most advantageous for
groundwater Cr6 treatment
at the remaining 23 existing
well sites.
The central resin
regeneration facility
provides significant cost
savings, reduced water
loss, and operational
advantages including
streamlined hazardous
waste management.

Accelerated, Efficient Schedule Keeps Costs Down
CVWD undertook an aggressive schedule to achieve full
compliance of the entire system
by 2019. A basis of design was
completed as well as a Theory
of Operations plan to ensure
that operations, maintenance,
and staffing are integrated into
the design. The detailed design
and permitting are underway
with a Construction Manager at
Risk (CMAR) delivery method
for implementation.

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Project Management
Preliminary Design, Permitting
CMAR Preconstruction Support
Detailed Design
Construction
CEQA Certification
Regional Facilities Evaluation
Design Optimization
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Multiple Solutions in
Santa Ynez
A team of engineers,
hydrologists, and
environmental and outreach
specialists assessed the
situation early to test
low-cost alternatives and
develop compliance and
funding strategies. Five
potential alternatives
were assessed, including
combinations of treatment
and non-treatment.
The public and stakeholders
are involved in the decisionmaking process to gain
their insights and keep
them informed throughout
the process.
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Ion Exchange for the Indio Water Authority (IWA)
Hazen and Sawyer first conducted a Cr6 treatment and
compliance study for the IWA that included an evaluation
of compliance options for 20 wells. The compliance study
used a scenario-based approach that considered varying
levels of groundwater treatment for current and future
water demands.

Santa

Inez
R.

The District has developed
a reliable, local source
of water with the drilling
of new, high-producing,
efficient deep wells. These
wells provide water that is
not subject to the risks of
drought and seismic events
interrupting imported
water deliveries.
The District is expected
to need additional piping,
treatment, and possibly
storage facilities and has
contracted Hazen and
Sawyer for planning and
design.
Different solutions were
developed for different
wells in the same well
system–one well was
identified for modification
with a packer, while
clustered treatment was
proposed for another
group of impacted wells.

“

The project has gone from concept
to operational in six short months.
...every deadline was met to enable IWA
to maintain its aggressive compliance
schedule.

Prior to the completion of the Compliance Study Report, IWA
Brian Macy, General Manager of the
Staff identified three wells that with treatment could meet the
Indio Water Authority.
Cr6 maximum contaminant level (MCL) and produce sufficient
water to enable IWA to meet peak summer water demands
in 2015. To meet these demands and stay in compliance,
treatment for these wells needed to be planned, designed,
permitted, installed, and operational in just six months to
meet a compliance date of July 2015.
The Indio Water Authority opted for strong base ion exchange
technology, which was estimated as the least costly treatment
process. Indio’s three facilities began operating in July 2015,
thanks to an impressive collaborative effort between IWA
and Hazen staff. Each of Indio’s facilities produce more than
3,000 gallons of water per minute. Water is treated from
approximately 14 parts per billion to below the regulatory limit
of ten. The treatment units allow IWA to supply peak summer
demands with water that meets all state and federal standards.
4
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Rising Seas,
Higher Stakes

Local Mean Sea Level Rise

Proactive Resiliency
Planning

In light of both historical trends and climate change
projections with respect to sea level rise (SLR), extreme
rainfall, and coastal flooding, it has become evident that
low-lying wastewater treatment and storm drainage
infrastructure is becoming increasingly vulnerable. The
eastern and gulf coasts of the United States (U.S.) are
particularly vulnerable to extreme storms and SLR, which
can result in flooding from both heavy rainfall and storm
surge along the coasts.
Reliable and resilient sewerage and drainage infrastructure
is essential for urban areas to protect public health and
the environment. Extreme storms that cause river or
coastal flooding can potentially inundate facilities, damage
infrastructure, and exceed the conveyance or treatment
capacities of sewerage and drainage systems. Continued sea
level rise, coupled with projections of increasingly severe
storms, are causing communities to question the resilience
of existing sewerage and drainage infrastructure and rethink
the conventional design standards for future facilities.
It is estimated that $300 billion of investment is needed
nationwide for the wastewater and stormwater sectors
to address current water quality or water quality related
public health problems. As the U.S. enters a period of
unprecedented reconstruction of its critical infrastructure,
utilities require guidance on how to prepare existing
facilities for climate change impacts and incorporate
climate change projections into updated design standards

MEAN SEA LEVEL
RISE
1 − 3 mm/year
3 − 9 mm/year
6 − 9 mm/year
9 − 12 mm/year

Note: The density of tidal gauges varies, and an absence of a tidal gauge
does not imply the absence of sea level rise.
Source: NOAA; Tidal gauges in the National Water Level Observation Network

for long-term resilience. Successful resiliency projects must
not only address specific infrastructure risks, but also allow
for flexible resiliency planning that can evolve to balance
stakeholder requirements and our understanding of future
climate conditions.
Hazen and Sawyer has developed a resiliency framework
that facilitates an efficient and comprehensive vulnerability
assessment while also allowing for flexible adaptation
planning that accommodates varying stakeholder,
budgeting, and scheduling constraints. The resiliency
framework is conducted to quantitatively assess impacts
and vulnerabilities from a multitude of factors that affect
wastewater and drainage infrastructure. The approach
is designed to systematically assess climate change risks
and adaptations in order to inform subsequent decision

Resiliency Framework

Climate Analysis
What future climate and
storm surge conditions
should a site prepare for?

Physical Vulnerability Analysis
What are the critical flood
pathways and buildings at risk?
What assets are at risk and what
are they worth?

Adaptation Analysis
What protective measures
should be implemented to
reduce risk while balancing cost?

Implementation
Apply robust design standards
and harden infrastructure through
capital projects.
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processes for adapting to future climate change.
Given that the useful life of wastewater infrastructure is 50
to 100 years, it is highly likely that the climate will change
over the life of these facilities. Proper planning is required
to ensure long-term performance for a resilient community.
To develop a successful long-term plan that incorporates
future climate change, the analysis must evaluate dynamic
strategies that consist of near-term actions, ‘signposts’
that indicate a need for additional action in the future, and
deferred actions that could be implemented as conditions
warrant. To achieve this goal, the resiliency framework
approach follows an interactive series of steps consistent
with the “deliberation with analysis” decision support
process described by the National Research Council
and is informed by the Robust Decision Making process
developed by the RAND Corporation.
The process begins with the municipality, regulatory
agencies, stakeholders, planners, and decision makers
working together to define the water management
questions and develop the scope of the analysis
to be performed. Concurrent steps involve data

Climate Analysis:

Climate Analysis
What future climate and
storm surge conditions
should a site prepare for?

Preparing for Future Climate
and Storm Surge Conditions
Physical Vulnerability Analysis
What are the critical flood
pathways and buildings at risk?
What assets are at risk and what
are they worth?

collection, modeling, and analysis, along with further
deliberations based on this information, in which
choices and objectives are revisited. The process,
therefore, is iterative - as modeling is conducted, new
insight may be gained that would require subsequent
discussion and resolution in order to identify the best
decision for the municipality. This is particularly useful
for climate change projections, where the likelihood of
future conditions is highly uncertain.
The results from this approach provide an
understanding of vulnerabilities to wastewater and
drainage infrastructure that 1) characterizes the
anticipated frequency and magnitude of extreme
rainfall, flooding, and storm surge; 2) quantifies failure
risk; and 3) enables efficient cost-benefit analyses for
robust adaptation options that increase resilience and
improve reliability during extreme events.
We have utilized this framework for utilities across
the East Coast, providing proactive solutions ahead of
future storm events and sea level rise.

The first phase involves establishing flood elevations that
account for both a 100-year storm event and future SLR.
The elevation to which assets must be protected may vary
depending on funding agency requirements.

Adaptation Analysis
What protective measures
should be implemented to
reduce risk while balancing cost?

Implementation
Apply robust design standards
and harden infrastructure through
capital projects.

6

Large East Coast WWTP for which
we examined resiliency
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Physical Vulnerability Analysis
What are the critical flood
pathways and buildings at risk?
What assets are at risk and what
are they worth?

Adaptation Analysis

Implementation

The vulnerability assessment determines which facilities
and which assets are most at risk, and presents the
information in an easy-to-understand, searchable, and
sortable database.

If a storm surge advisory is announced as part
of a weather report, locate the forecasted surge level
below. Protective measures should be taken for all locations
at or below that level. If a small craft advisory is also issued, waves
may splash shoreline assets more than 3 ft above the surge level.
Adjust protection accordingly.

Storm Surge
Advisory*

Once the assessment is complete, we work with the utility to
develop interim adaptation measures, including storm surge
guidance placards, to help operators proactively prepare for
a surge event.

12’
11’
10’
9’
8’
7’
6’
5’
4’
3’

Floodplain
and elevations

18.0’

500 yr.

16.0’

Protective Measures to Reduce
Risk While
Balancing Cost
Implementation

Adaptation Analysis
What protective measures
should be implemented to
reduce risk while balancing cost?

Digesters, Sludge Storage Tank #s 5, 6, 8, Waste Sludge Building

14.5’

Main Electrical Substation, Main Buiding Service
Tunnel Exhaust Fan, Emergency Generator Building
Digestion Building, Odor Control System at the Primary Tanks, Center,
East and West Primiary Sludge Pump Stations, Separation Building

14.0’

Primary Settling Tanks, East and West

12.5’

Effluent Water Pump Station Building West, Fire Pump Building,
Centrate Building

11.5’

Security Booth, Alkalinity Building, Scum Force Main Air Release Valve
Building, Aeration Building, North and South, USS-1535 and 1540 Substation, East and West Aeration Tanks, Chlorination Building, North,
South and West Final Settling Tanks and Return Sludge Building

10.0’

Dewatering Building,East and West Primary Scum Pump Stations, Effluent
Water Pump Station Building, Center and East, Final Settling Tanks

15.0’

100 yr.

Main Building, Odor Control System at the Main Building,
Water Service Meter and Backflow Preventer Chamber

16.5’

13.5’

2’
1’

Adaptation Analysis:

Elevations and areas to be protected
Bronx Datum

9.5’

Froth Collection Boxes 2310 and 3211

8.5’

East, North and South Final Scum Pump Station, Chlorine Contact Tanks

7.0’

Chemical Fill Station Spill Containment Apron, Gas Holding Tank, Sludge
Storage Tanks 9,10, Secondary Bypass Sluice Gate Area, Aeration Gallery

Finally, the assets are prioritized for adaptation measures.
Alternative adaptation strategies are evaluated and compared
on a number of factors including feasibility, costs, and levels of
protection provided.

robust design standards
Adaptation Strategy Apply
and harden infrastructure through

Elevate Equipment
on pads or platforms
to a higher floor, to
the roof, or to a new
elevated building.

capital projects.

Flood Proof Equipment
by replacing pumps
with submersible
pumps and putting
watertight boxes
around electrical.

Install Static Barrier
surrounding critical
buildings or entire
facility.

Provide Emergency
Power
via backup
generators nearby or
a plug for a portable
generator.

Seal Building
with water-tight doors
and windows, elevating
vents and secondary
entrances for access
during a flood event.

Sandbag
around doorways,
vents, and windows
before a surge event.

Low

Low

Resiliency/Effectiveness
Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Does not protect
equipment but
facilitates rapid
service recovery.

High

High

Cost
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Equalization Tank Benefits
Exceed Storage
In areas of the country experiencing rapid growth, many
municipalities need cost-effective ways to contain and
treat increased flows of wastewater that can be quickly
constructed. For some, constructing equalization storage
offers significant advantages over building or expanding
treatment facilities, which often come at greater expense
and bring many other project complexities that adding
storage does not. Equalization storage can take many
different forms – from above ground tanks to open-air
lagoons – and can vary in size depending on the needs of
the utility.

treatment plant after the event concludes. This will also
abate four sanitary sewer wet-weather outflow points to
Richland Creek and the Cumberland River.

West Park Equalization

Siting and Design

MWS retained Hazen and Sawyer to design an equalization
facility providing additional storage at the existing storage
tank and wet weather pump station site adjacent to West
Park and the West Park Pump Station. When complete
in March 2017, the 21-mg tank will be one of the largest
closed dome pre-stressed concrete equalization facilities
in the United States.

Nashville’s Metro Water Services (MWS) is under a
consent decree to eliminate unpermitted discharges of
sewage from its collection system, primarily when inflow
and infiltration occurs during wet weather events. Part
of Nashville’s plan is to expand in-system storage at the
West Park Pump Station (beyond their current 10-mg
offline storage tank) so they can store more of their peak
flows, releasing the stored sewage to the wastewater

Initially, additional storage was to be sited next to the
existing tank on MWS property. After significant flooding in
2010, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers revised their flood
mapping for Nashville and determined that the proposed
location would be in the floodway and impede flow.
As the new maps were being developed, Clean Water
Nashville Overflow Abatement Program (CWNOAP) and
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Hazen looked at other sites around the existing tank
and pump station site. MWS considered two off-site
locations that would have required the acquisition of
private property, the construction of multiple tanks,
caused project delays, and an overall increase in project
cost. Another alternative was to locate the tank in the
adjacent park (West Park), which would eliminate the
increased piping, accommodate a single tank, and
reduce the amount of raw materials needed for the
project. West Park contains softball fields, a basketball
court, a small playground, and a small picnic pavilion,
but the existing facilities are not fully utilized and are
in need of repair. Seeing the opportunity to provide
multiple benefits to the community, MWS chose to
locate a single storage tank within the existing park.
This alternative allowed MWS to partner with Metro
Parks and Recreation (MPR) and use the cost savings
to fund much needed park improvements. Further,
this alternative also results in lower greenhouse gas
emissions due to reduced material usage and carbon
sequestration provided by on-site reforestation.

city more livable, green, and sustainable. All of the
components of this effort have common themes –
urban reforestation, increasing open/green space,
and improving community health by establishing
a county-wide network of greenways and bicycle
friendly paths and designated bicycle lanes.

Ancillary Benefits to the Community
The West Park Equalization Facility and Park
Improvements project is a joint venture between
MWS and MPR that became a mutually beneficial
collaboration between the two departments. In
addition to providing park improvements and wet
weather storage of wastewater, the project will create
new public space with the construction of a walking
trail around the existing tank site that will connect to
the city-wide greenway along Richland Creek.
The project is part of a city-wide plan to make the

Prior to finalizing plans, members of the design team
held a community-wide meeting on the project. This
community input influenced the design, leading to a final
design that emphasizes re-purposing the park toward
personal activity, multi-use paths and soccer fields as
well as the various ways to address the visual impact of
the tank. In the final design, the tank will be surrounded
by a “living fence” so it complements its surroundings
and protects the tank from public access.
The final project design includes significant public
recreational space, including ballfields, picnic areas,
and a playground. The playground will also double
as a tool in the stormwater mitigation arsenal by use
of permeable pavement and a rain garden that will
minimize runoff and increase infiltration.

Envision Platinum
Because of the unique integration of infrastructure,
significant park improvements, commitment to
recycling/reuse and innovative material use, we
determined early in planning that the project could
potentially receive a high level of recognition under
the Envision Rating system. In January 2016, the
project was awarded Platinum status. This is the
first Envision award of 2016, the first for this kind of
project, and also the first awarded in the Southeast.
HORIZONS SPRING 2016
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ACEC-NY Platinum

ACEC-NY Diamond

CMAA-Environmental
Project of the Year

Avenue V Pump Station
Upgrade

Newtown Creek
Alternative Thickening
Evaluation

Manayunk Venice
Island Facility

New York, NY - The project team
developed an innovative solution
to increase the capacity of the Avenue V Pump Station. The team
conducted facility planning to optimize hydraulics, provided detailed
design and construction-phase support, and led commissioning support to optimize facility operations
once construction was complete.
The project saved hundreds of millions of dollars in comparison to
traditional storage tank construction and was delivered ahead of the
Consent Order deadline.

New York, NY - The project team
evaluated the feasibility of numerous biosolids thickening alternatives, focusing on operation and
maintenance impacts and potential
cost savings. Broad and ambitious in
scope, this comprehensive study involved review of the life-cycle costs
associated with existing operations
and all alternatives. A matrix was
used to compile the 20 alternatives
and evaluate each using 40 quantitative parameters to facilitate direct,
unbiased comparisons.

Philadelphia, PA - The Combined
Sewer Overflow detention facility,
comprised of a concrete basin that
receives flows by gravity when the
adjacent interceptor becomes surcharged during storm events, was
constructed underground, with
public parking and facilities redesigned and restored atop the basin.
The Pump House that sits atop the
basin is a LEED Silver-eligible building with numerous energy-saving
and sustainable design measures.
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2015 Peerless
Rockville Award

FICE Engineering
Excellence Grand
Award

ACEC-NY Diamond
ASDSO National
Dam Rehabilitation
Project of the Year

Glenora Tributary
Stream Restoration

Nitrogen Reduction
Strategies Study

Gilboa Dam
Reconstruction

Rockville, MD - Four alternatives
were generated and ranked by
environmental uplift potential,
impact, and cost. The approved
alternative created three new
temporal pool areas, relocated the
impaired stream to its historic location, and increased the overall
stream length by 20% without impacting existing wetlands.

Florida - For this project, seven
full-scale prototype systems were
developed to demonstrate potential reduction in nitrogen loadings from septic systems, which
currently serve 30% of Florida
residents. The new nitrogen reduction system designs consistently achieved over 95% removal
of influent wastewater nitrogen.

New York - This $138 million dam
reconstruction project was completed two years ahead of schedule. Several new features were
added to the dam during its rehabilitation, including an inspection
gallery running the length of the
dam, allowing engineers to conduct visual inspections on a regular basis. Physical models were
used to predict hydraulic conditions for a range of flood events.
Cutting edge anchor technology
included 80 post-tensioned rock
anchors for spillway stability, the
highest-capacity rock anchors
used to date in New York.
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